Chimeric and truncated forms of human complement protein C8 alpha reveal binding sites for C8 beta and C8 gamma within the membrane attack complex/perforin region.
Human C8 is one of five components of the membrane attack complex of complement. It is an oligomeric protein composed of three subunits (C8 alpha, C8 beta, and C8 gamma) that are derived from different genes. C8 alpha and C8 beta are homologous and both contain a pair of tandemly arranged N-terminal modules [thrombospondin type 1 (TSP1) + low-density lipoprotein receptor class A (LDLRA)], an extended middle segment referred to as the membrane attack complex/perforin region (MACPF), and a pair of C-terminal modules [epidermal growth factor (EGF) + TSP1]. During biosynthetic processing, C8 alpha and C8 gamma associate to form a disulfide-linked dimer (C8 alpha-gamma) that binds to C8 beta through a site located on C8 alpha. In this study, the location of binding sites for C8 beta and C8 gamma and the importance of the modules in these interactions were investigated by use of chimeric and truncated forms of C8 alpha in which module pairs were either exchanged for those in C8 beta or deleted. Results show that exchange or deletion of one or both pairs of modules does not abrogate the ability of C8 alpha to form a disulfide-linked dimer when coexpressed with C8 gamma in COS cells. Furthermore, each chimeric and truncated form of C8 alpha-gamma retains the ability to bind C8 beta; however, only those containing the TSP1 + LDLRA modules from C8 alpha are hemolytically active. These results indicate that binding sites for C8 beta and C8 gamma reside within the MACPF region of C8 alpha and that interaction with either subunit is not dependent on the modules. They also suggest that the N-terminal modules in C8 alpha are important for C9 binding and/or expression of C8 activity.